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                Running Mate | Group Discussion Questions 
 Week 2 | Chapters 4-6 

 

Digest the story:  
1. Describe the decision that William Coleman felt the need to make as he 

listened to Franklin’s speech (p. 30)?    
2. How does Franklin try to rationalize his controversial decision to the angry 

convention crowd? Did it work? 
3. How does Senator Dorsey react to Franklin’s speech? 
4. How is the character and marriage of Hakim Felix presented in chapter 5? 
5. What sort of arrangement do Bud Ross and Maurice Franklin present to 

William Coleman? 
 

Consider current Events: 
1. Compare Franklin’s running mate proposal with the way that Donald Trump 

has challenged the political establishment this year. What do they have in 
common and how do they differ? 

2. The followers of Bernie Sanders and Donald Trump both have strong distaste 
for the political establishment. How do their solutions differ? 

3. Both Debby Wasserman Shultz and Reince Brebius were accused of 
undermining their party’s nomination process by favoring traditional 
candidates, which even cost Shultz her position as head of the DNC.  Why 
would party leaders (like William Coleman) favor the status quo? 
 

Think about leadership:  
1. Many candidates run for office as “Political outsiders” who will undo the 

corrupt system in Washington. In solving political problems, how important 
is it to elect candidates from the “outside” verses those who have 
experience navigating the complexity of federal government? 

 

Jesus is My Running Mate 
1. Read Genesis 9:6. Notice that Noah is not listed as the greatest human that 

ever lived, but as great among his time.  Talk about the “darkside” of some 
of the important political figures of modern times, such as JFK, MLK 
(infidelity), Thomas Jefferson (slave-owner). Is it possible to value their 
contributions without affirming their moral failures as God did with Noah, or 
must we reject any figures with whom we take issue morally? 
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Digest the story:  
6. Describe the decision that William Coleman felt the need to make as he 

listened to Franklin’s speech (p. 30)?    
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convention crowd? Did it work? 
8. How does Senator Dorsey react to Franklin’s speech? 
9. How is the character and marriage of Hakim Felix presented in chapter 5? 
10. What sort of arrangement do Bud Ross and Maurice Franklin present to 

William Coleman? 
 

Consider current Events: 
4. Compare Franklin’s running mate proposal with the way that Donald Trump 

has challenged the political establishment this year. What do they have in 
common and how do they differ? 

5. The followers of Bernie Sanders and Donald Trump both have strong distaste 
for the political establishment. How do their solutions differ? 
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candidates, which even cost Shultz her position as head of the DNC.  Why 
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2. Many candidates run for office as “Political outsiders” who will undo the 
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